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We review our current understandingof the thermal interactionsbetween
the mantle, outer and inner cores,and how they determine the presentgeomagnetic field pattern and the seismicstructure of the core. First, we
describe the evolution

of the radial

structure

of the core. The formation

of

severalstructures is placed in the context of the Earth's history. We review
the heat flow acrossthe core-mantleboundary,and showa simple model of
the inner coregrowth. We presenta model of the initial chemicalstablestratification of the core and its subsequentdisruption. Model calculationsshow
that viscouscompaction efficiently expels liquid from the inner core, and
also causesa crust-like structure to form beneath the inner-core boundary
becausethe inner core growth rate gradually decreases.Next, we consider
how the radial

structure

is modified

as a result of the lateral

variation

of

heat transfer in the core. The inner coregrowsin an anisotropicmanner as
a consequence
of the columnar convectionin the outer core, which resultsin
a latitudinal variation of heat transfer. This anisotropicgrowth givesrise to
the observedseismicanisotropyin the inner core. In addition to the latitudinal variation, a longitudinal variation of convectiveheat flux is likely in the
outer core becausethe mantle is thermally heterogeneous.We show, from
experimental and theoretical methods, how this modifiesthe pattern of the
outer core flow and the inner core growth. Spatial and temporal characteristicsof the geomagneticfield and the longitudinallyheterogeneous
seismic
structure of the inner core can be interpreted in terms of this modification.
1.

INTRODUCTION

the inner-coreboundary(ICB), at which the mantle,

There are two major solid-liquid interfaces in the

outer and inner coresare coupled. They can be coupled

Earth'sinterior,the core-mantle
boundary(CMB) and

thermodynamically,
by transferringheat (and composition) betweentheselayers. Alternatively,they can be
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coupledmechanically,by the torqueswhich act between
them by transferringangularmomentumfrom onelayer
to another. The two coupling mechanismsmentioned
above have very different time scales. Mechanical coupling is involvedin relatively short time scalephenom-
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ena. It can be instantaneoussuch as by gravitational

locking,to lessthan 104yearswhichisthe spin-uptime
of the outer core. On the other hand, thermal coupling
has much longer time scales.The thermal core-mantle
couplingcan be consideredas a quasi-steadyprocessfor
the outer core; the outer core respondsto the mantle
instantaneouslyon the time scalesof mantle convection, becausethe dynamical time scalesof the outer
core are much shorter than those of the mantle.

In that

sense,thermal (and compositional)
couplingis a geo-

The Earth formed as a result of the accretiono[ planetesimalsin the primordial solar system. The bombardment of planetesimalsreleaseda substantial amount of
energy,heating the Earth above the melting temperature of rocks. Molten rock formed the magma ocean,
in which metallic components,mostly iron, sank to the

centerto form the Earth's core[e.g.,Stevenson,
1981,
1990].
As the Earth gradually cools down after the core

mantleoverturntime of the orderof 108y. The ther-

formation,the inner core solidifies(grows)from the
Earth's center[Jacobs,1953]. This processhas been
shownin a numberof thermalhistorycalculations
Ie.g.,

mal couplingbetweenthe outer and inner coresis also
a geologicalprocess,whosetime scaleis the age of the

Gubbinset al., 1979; Stevensonet al., 1983; Bufferr et
al., 1992, 1996; Sumira et al., 1995; Labfosse et al.,

innercore,of the orderof 109y.

1997,2001]. As the innercoresolidifies,
light elements,
suchassulfur,oxygen,carbon,or hydrogen[e.g.,Jeanloz, 1990; Poirier, 1994] are expelledfrom the inner

logical process,and its time scaleis determinedby the

The understandingof thermal couplingis important
in interpreting the non-dipolefeaturesof the geomagnetic field, which can be the manifestationof the nonaxisymmetricflow pattern controlledby the thermally
heterogeneous
upper and lower boundariesof the outer

core (i.e., mantle and inner core). The thermal influence of the outer core on the inner core is important in
interpreting the seismicstructure of the inner core, because,in our view, the structure is developedthrough
its growth, which is essentiallycontrolled by how the
heat is being transferredin the outer core.
In this paper, we review somemodels of thermal interactions between the mantle, outer and inner cores,
and discusshow they are related to observationalevidence. In section2, we describethe radial structure of
the core and its evolution in the Earth's history. We
also show how the partially molten structure of the inner coreis developedas a result of its growth. In section
3, we describehow this radial structureis modifieddue
to lateral

variation

of heat transfer.

We show that seis-

mic anisotropyof the inner core can be consideredas
a consequenceof anisotropicheat transfer in the outer
core controlled by rotation. We also show how lateral
thermal heterogeneitieson the CMB can control outer
coreflow and hemisphericallyvarying inner coreseismic
structure. In section 4, we describe future prospects
which are needed to obtain

2.

RADIAL

CORE

better

models for the core.

STRUCTURE

AND

ITS

EVOLUTION

2.1. History of the Earth's Core

The structure of the Earth's core has been evolving
throughout the long history of the Earth. Hence the
understandingof the history of the Earth's coreis necessaryin order to understand various structuresin the
core.

core. The releaseof gravitational energydue to the releaseof light elementsis consideredto be essentialin

drivingthe Earth'sdynamo[e.g.,Gubbins,1977;Gubbinsand Masters,1979].
In the remainder of this section, we first give estimates of the heat flow acrossthe CMB, which is important in the thermal history of the Earth's core,and then
discussthree consequentone-dimensionalmodelsof the
structuresof the core: the inner core growth, possible
initial stable density stratificationsin the outer core,
and the partially molten structure in the inner core.
2.2.

Heat Flow Across the CMB

There are various estimates of the heat flow across the

CMB. They are obtained by inferring the coolingrate
of the core, by inferring the heat transport by mantle
plumes,whichmay be consideredto originatefrom the
CMB, or by inferring the dissipationdue to dynamo
action.

The CMB

heat flow can be estimated

if we know the

coolingrate of the core as
dO

QCMB---Ceff
d•-'

(1)

where QCMB is the heat flow acrossthe CMB, 13 is
the potential temperature of the core, and Cefr is the
effectiveheat capacity, expressedas

Celt----Ccool
q-Viatentq-Cgrav.

(2)

Here Ccoolrepresentsthe cooling of the core, Viatent
representsthe effect of the latent heat due to the in-

ner coresolidification,
and Cgravrepresents
the gravitational energyreleasedue to the light elements[e.g.,
Gubbinset al., 1979]. There are other effects,suchas
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effects from thermal contraction [Stacey, 1992], but the
main

contribution

comes

from

the three

effects

above.

Since the three heat capacitieshave similar values of
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follow that of the mantle. They thereforearrived at the
cooling rates similar to the two simple estimates given
above, despitethe differencesin the formulationsof the

about2 x 102 J/K, the effective
heatcapacityCeais CMB heat flow. The obtained CMB heat flows are in
about6 x 102 J/K. Note that the valuesof Clatent the rangeof 2 x 1012W [StaceyandLoper,1984]to
9 x 1012W [Molleft,1984].
and Cgravdependon the differencebetweenthe liquidus temperature gradient and the adiabatic gradient

dTL/dp- dTad/dp,whichis highlyuncertain. We use

thevalue2.5 x 10-9K/Pa fortheestimateabove.Note
alsothat the valuesof Clatentand Cgravchangewith
time. They are approximatelyproportional to the inner core radius.

An estimateof the coolingrate is givenby assuming

Another type of estimate of the CMB heat flow can
be givenby assumingthat mantle plumesoriginatefrom
CMB, and that they carry most of the heat flow from

the core. Sleep[1990]estimatedthe heat flowof about

3 x 1012W,whereasDavies[1988]estimatedit to be
2.5 X 1012W.Thisvaluegivesa lowerboundof the heat
flow because other

contributions

to the heat flow are

that the mantle was completelymolten at the formation of the Earth. The mantle solidifiedvery rapidly
ter the period of heavy bombardmentbecausethe heat

neglected. Mantle convectioncalculations such as by

transportof the moltenmantlewasvery efficient[e.g.,
Abe, 1997]. The solidification
of the mantle dramati-

glected in their calculations.

cally decreasedthe efficiencyof heat transport, and after that the coolingbecamegradual. If we assumethat
the temperatureat the CMB 4.5 Ga agowasabout 4300

who calculatedthe heat flow necessaryto maintain dy-

Tackleyet al. [1994]give a CMB heat flow of about
7 x 1012W,althoughthe effectof secularcoolingis neYet anotherestimateis givenby Gubbinset al. [1979],

namoactionto be about(2-5) x 1012W, althoughthis

system[Boehler,1996,2000],the temperaturedropin

value depends strongly on the type of dynamo model
assumed. Similarly, this would give the lower bound
on the heat flow, sincenot all of the heat is dissipated
through dynamo action.
To summarize, all the estimatesof the CMB heat flow

4.5 Ga is about 300 K. The mean coolingrate thus be-

are of the order of several 1012 W. We use a core heat

comes
7 x 10-s K/y, whichgivestheheatflowof about
8 x 1012W if wetakethevalueof 4 x 1027J/K asthe

flowof (3- 5) x 1012Was a typicalestimatein the

K, the extrapolatedsolidusof pyrolite[Boehler,
2000],
and the present CMB temperature is about 4000 K,
which is deducedfrom melting temperature of Fe-O-S

mean effectiveheat capacity.
Another clue can be found from the coolingrate of
the mantle. The coolingrate of the core becomessimilar to that of the mantleif the CMB heat flow strongly
dependson the temperature differenceof the core and
mantle. Estimatesof the coolingrate of the mantle are

givenby calculations
of thermalhistory[e.g.,Sleepand
Langan,1981; Christensen,1985],and havea rangeof
140- 350 K / 3.5 Ga. Petrologicalevidencesuggest
coolingrates of < 50K/2.7Ga [Campbelland Griffiths,
1992],120K/3.2Ga[Ohtaet al., 1996],• 160K/2.7Ga

[Abbottet al., 1994],and 300K/3.5Ga[Green,1981].
These estimates

are about

the same as those of the

coolingrate of the core given above, suggestingthat
the CMB heat flow is controlledby the temperature
difference between the mantle and the core.

discussion below.

2.3.

Inner

Core Growth

The changeof the inner core radius as a function of
time is shown in various thermal history calculations.
Here we show by a simple argument, that the inner

coreradiusgrowsapproximately
proportional
to V• if
the heatflowis constant[Gubbinset al., 1979;Buffeftet
al., 1992, 1996; Sumira et al., 1995; Lister and Buffeft,

1998].
When the inner core is very small, we can neglect
the effect of latent heat and gravitational energyon the
energy budget, which becomes
dO

QCMB--Coc
dt'

(3)

A fewthermal historycalculationswhichincludeboth

the mantleand the corehavebeencarriedout [Stevensonet al., 1983;Mollett,1984;StaceyandLoper,1984].
Staceyand Loper[1984]usedthe constraintthat the
CMB wasat the solidusof the mantle4.5 Ga ago,and

where Coc is the heat capacityof the outer core.
Sincethe temperatureof the ICB is at the liquidus,
wecanrelatethe coolingrate of the ICB andthe change
of the inner core radius as

that the inner core has grown to its presentsize. The
parameterizations of Stevenson et al. [1983] and Mollett [1984] make the temperature decrease of the core

dT•cB
dT•cB dp dr
dR•c dTL
:
: -pg ---,
dt
dp dr dt
dt dp

(4)
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where TicB is the ICB temperature, TL is the liquids
temperature, p is the pressure, r is the radical coordi-

nate, Ric is the radius of the inner core, p is the density, and g is the gravitational acceleration. Here we
omit the effect of compositionon the liquidus, because
the compositionof the outer coredoesnot changemuch
when the inner core is small. On the other hand, if the
temperature gradient of the core is adiabatic, the ICB
temperature decreasemay be related to the potential

temperaturechangedO/dt as
dTicB
dt

-

dO
dt
dO

+

the melt is efficientlyexpelledby compaction(section
2.5). The effectswhichact as additionalheat sources
(latent heat and gravitationalenergy)tend to increase
the ageof the inner core,and more detailedcalculations
will give an older age. Indeed, with the CMB heat flow

of 4 x 10TMW,' ListerandBuffeft[1998]andBuffeft
[2000],for example,obtainedthe ageof 4.5 x 109y and
2.2x 109y, respectively,
with the difference
betweenthe
two being due mainly to the uncertainty in the estimate

of (dTL/dp- dTad/dp).Lister and Buffeft[1998]also
showedthat the inner coreradius increasesas t 5/6 when
the outer coreis stably stratified initially. The problem

dTaddp dr
dp dr dt
dRic dTad

of the initial

=

stratification

is discussed below.

2.•. Initial Density Stratification of the Outer Core
and its Destruction

wheredTad/dpis the adiabatictemperaturegradient.
Combiningthesetwo equations,we get

dt--Pg dt k•PP dp '

(6)

Combiningequations(3) and (6), and expressing
the
radial gravity dependenceas

=

(7)

where7 = 4xGp/3, we obtain

Qc-Coc,

ap dTad)
ap at
2 ' (8)
(dTz,
dR•c

When the CMB heat flow is constant, this equation be
easily integrated to give an explicit expressionof the
inner core radius as a hnction

of time as

2Qcms]•

This equationgivesa rough estimate of the age of the
core as

iron should have been in equilibrium with the lowermost mantle, whoseconditionchangeswith time. The
core grew simultaneouslyas the size of the Earth increasedthrough the accretion of planetesimals. The
pressureand temperature of the lowermost mantle increasedwith time accordingly. Light elements such

as oxygen[e.g., Ohtani and Ringwood,1984; Ohtani
et al., 1984; Karo and Ringwood,1989]and hydrogen
[e.g., Stevenson,1977; Fukai, 1984, 1992; Yagi and
Hishinuma, 1995; Kuramoto and Matsui, 1996; Okuchi,
as the temperature and pressure increase. It follows
that the iron accretedlater in time may have contained

morelight materials,causingthe coreto becomestably
stratified.

This stratificationcouldhave been sufficientlylarge
--1

I-rowh--

isted at the beginningof the Earth's history [Muromachi,1991;Stevenson,
1992;Kumazawaet al., 1994].
When the Earth formed,the core grew as iron sank in
the magmaocean[e.g.,Stevenson,
1981, 1990]. The

1997, 1998]are knownto becomemoresolublein iron

nw- Coc,(aT/apaTd/ap)
t . (0)
inner

In this section we discussthe stable density stratification of the whole outer core which may have ex-

0")
2

4
]'

as to prevent dynamo action. However, the evidenceof

the magneticfieldat 3.5 Ga [McElhinnyand$enanayake,
1980; Hale and Dunlop, 1984; Yoshiharaand Hamano,
2000]andthe magneticfieldreversalat 3.2 Ga [Layer
et al., 1996]signifythat mostof the outercorewasal-

ready vigorouslyconvectingat 3.5 Ga. The initial stable
stratification,therefore,shouldhave beendisruptedby
some mechanismduring the first I Ga of the Earth's
history.
The mechanismsof the disruption of the stable stratat presentis about0.1 mm/y, whichis a rate comparable to or larger than the sedimentationrate of the deep ification can be gradualor catastrophic. Gradual mech-

This estimate indicates that the inner core has grown
to its present size in a time scale of the age of the
Earth. The correspondinggrowth rate of the inner core

sea sediment.

If we considera partially molten inner core,the inner
core would grow faster, but this effect is small because

anismsinclude encroachmentor entrainment [Lister
and Buffeft, 1998]. Catastrophicmechanisms
include
•idM resonance
of inertial-gravitywaves[Kumazawaet
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Mantle

Compositionally
StratifiedLayer
r-T+(r,t)

Convecting
Layer
r-T-(r,t)

RCMB

Inner

Core
Figure 1. A sketch showinga model where a chemically stratified layer is gradually destroyedby
the releaseof light elementsby inner core growth. The interface between the convectinglayer and the
stratified layer is denoted by

al., 1994]or the 1/3-annualforcednutation[Williams,
19941
.

bility is proportionalto the pressure,the concentration

Here we investigate the encroachmentmechanism

temperature effect on solubility would work in a similar way. If the mantle convectionis vigorousin the
early Earth, the temperaturedistributionwouldfollow
the adiabaticgradient. Then the temperaturewouldbe
proportionalto the pressure.Assumingthat the solubility is proportionalto temperature,the concentration

basedon the theoryof Lister and Buffeft [1998]. The
situation is shownin Fig. 1. Encroachmentis a mechanism in which stratification is gradually disrupted by
the convectiondevelopingunder the stratified layer.
The position of the interface between the two layers
is determinedby the conditionthat the buoyanciesjust

aboveand belowthe interfaceare the same [Turner,
1973]. Lister and Buffeft [1998]examinedthe movement of the interface between a thermally stratified
layer beneath the CMB and a compositionallyconvecting outer core,but their theory can easilybe extended
for the case of initial

chemical

stratification.

concentration

wouldalsovary asr 2.
Let us denote the radius at the bottom of the stable

layer as R8 as shownin Fig.1. If the compositional
buoyancyis much larger than the thermal one, R8 is
determinedby the continuityof the concentrationgiven
by

C(R•+) - C(R;).

In the

present case, the thickness of the stratified layer decreasesas the light element content in the convecting
region increaseswith inner coregrowth.
Let us assumethat the initial radial profile of light
element

will vary as r 2 accordingly.
We canestimatethat the

(12)

The concentrationof the stable layer is given by Eq

(11), whereasthat of the convecting
lowerlayeris given
by the conservationof light material as

takes the form of

C-Co + AC

r

RCMB

'

(11)

where C is the concentration, RCMB is the CMB radius, and Co and AC are constants. The functional
form is derived as follows. The pressure at the CMB

will increase
asR•M B asthe Earthgrows.If thesolu-

ic

_
r
8C-4•rr2dr
fo
R8
+ACRCM;B
iCo
]4•rr•dr,
(13)

which becomes,

C-(R]- R•c) - Co
R]+ • AC

RCM;B

R]. (14)
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Here the convectinglower layer is assumedto be well
mixed, and has a uniform compositionof C-. Thus the

The time requiredfor completelydestroyingthe stable
layer can be estimated as

continuity(12) yields

Tencroach
-- ]-•Ttherm
•00 •]--•C ß

CoR•
+ õAC

R,)(15)2

Co+AC Rca4s'

whichgivesR8 as a functionof Ri½. Eq.(15) can be
rearrangedas

(21)

If we requirethat this time shouldbe lessthan I Ga,
whichis impliedby the existenceof the magneticfield
3.5 Ga ago, we obtain the upper limit for the initial
stratificationthat can be destroyedby encroachmentas
AC

__

< 0.2,

_

2

(22)

RCMB ]
where we use the parameter valuesestimated by Lis-

(16)

ter and Buffeft[1998]. This placesan upper limit to

When Co << AC, the third term of the left-hand side

the compositionalgradient in the outer core when the
Earth formed, and may serve as a constraint for the
early history of the Earth.

2 AC

of Eq. (16) is smallerthan the secondterm unless
Rs/ReMs is very small (i.e., beginningof inner core
growth),and canbe omitted. This leadsto

2.5. Partially Molten Structure of the Inner Core

The Earth's core containssomelight elementssuch
as oxygen,sulfur etc. They depressthe melting point
of the solid phaseand can give rise to the formation
of a partial melt betweenthe solidusand liquidustemperatures.Fearnet al. [1981]arguedthat a thick partially molten region exists in the inner core becauseof
compositionalsuper-cooling,i.e., inhibition of solidification from excesslight elementcontent. If the ICB were
fiat, the liquid-sideof the growingsolid-liquidinterface
would becomesupercooledbecauselight elementsdiffuse slowlyand depresses
melting point. As a result,
the growinginterfacebecomesdendritic,and a partially
moltenlayer develops.Fearn et al. [1981]speculated
that the partially molten region would extend to the
centerof the inner core. However,Loper [1983]estimated that the partially molten region would become
thinner when convectionof the liquid phase is consid-

• -}
Rc•'
_(5)
RI½ (17)
from which we obtain
__1

R,_(•)•
--

(18)

.

This equationshowsthat a thick chemicallystablelayer
still remainseven now, which is probably not the case.
Hence a stronglystratified layer, Co << AC, cannot be
disrupted by encroachment.
On the other hand, when Co >> AC, the secondterm

of the left-handsideof Eq. (16) is smallerthan the third
term, and can be omitted. This leads to

• • )g
'
Rs_(•X-•Co)•
(RcRic
(19)

Rc• • -

ered.

We can usethe theoryof Lister and Buffeft[1998]to
obtainthe initial changeof the depthof the stablystratified layer as

œ-

Ttherm

,

(20)

Sumiraet al. [1996]studiedthe viscouscompaction
of the solid matrix of a partial melt in a growinginner coreand showedthat the compactionefficientlyexpels melt from the inner core. They neglectedthermal and compositionaleffects,and investigateda onedimensionalsedimentarycompactionproblemin detail.
In the Earth'score,the sedimentation
velocity(i.e., solidificationrate) Vois muchlessthan the Darcyvelocity
defined as

whereœ and ½are non-dimensionalconstantsand Ttherm
is the thermal diffusion time of the core of about 10TM
y (see Appendix for derivation and the definition of the
parameters). Here we asumed that the CMB heat flow
is equal to the heat flow conducted down the adiabat.

ps,

(23)

whereK isthe permeabili[y,
•/• isthe viscosity
of liquid
iron, and Ap is the densitydifferencebetweenthe solid
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Fig.2 showsa result of their numericalcalculationillustrating how the melt fraction and temperature within

the innercoredecreases
asthe innercoregrows[Sumira
et al., 1995]. Here, coupledequationsof mechanical
compaction,energy and compositionconservationwere
solved,and the melt fraction was determinedfrom the
binary eutectic phase diagram assumedfor the inner
core. We assumedno internal heat sources,no gravita-

tional energyrelease,an adiabatic temperatureprofile

in the outercore,and a CMB heat flowof 3 x 1012W.

o.1

The radial profile of melt fraction is characterized by
three layers. At the top is the mushy layer, which is
a thin layer beneath the ICB where the melt fraction
decreasessharply. Then there is a transition layer of
low melt fraction, followed by a thick layer of constant
melt fraction which extendsto the center. In the mushy
layer, from the combinedeffect of the deformationof
solid matrix and slowinner coregrowth, the melt is efficiently expelledfrom the inner core. In the region of
constant melt fraction, deformation is limited, and the
fluid is expelled by buoyancy driven permeable flow.
The melt fraction is depth independent in this region

o
5850

5800
.......
'''""'-,•

•5750
1.1Ga
5700-

,

2.2 Ga

-

5650

',,,

56oo
5550

5500 ....

0

200

400

600

800

'

1000

1200

14

Inner core radius (km)
Figure 2. A calculatedresultof the evolutionof (a) melt
fraction and (b) temperature structure of the inner core
[Sumiraet al., 1995]. The core coolingis constantat a

rate of QCMB -- 3 x 101•'W,and the inner corebecame
the presentsizeafter 3.2 Ga for this case. The melt fraction
at the ICB

is assumed to be 0.4. The dotted line indicates

the liquidus curve of iron. Each arrows indicate the inner
core radius for correspondingtime. The inner core growsas
the corecoolingproceedsand the liquid is expelledfrom the
inner coreby compaction.A "crust"of a small melt fraction
forms below the ICB, and a layer of conslant melt fraction
(low velocitylayer) extendsto the center.

andliquidiron(i.e. innerandoutercores).In that case,
the mushylayer, wheremelt fraction is large, becomes
very thin. Its thickness,givenby

because
the gravityis proportionalto radius[Sumiraet
al., 1996]. The regionof smallmelt fractionbetween
thesetwo regionsforms becausethe melt is more efficiently expelledfrom the inner core for slowergrowth
rates in the recent times. This crust-like region, or a
seismiclow velocityzonebeneathit, may correspondto
the seismicallydetecteddiscontinuityat about 100 km

belowthe ICB [$ouriauand$ouriau,1989].
The possibleexistence of the "crust" and a larger
melt fraction

it resembles the structure

near the Earth's surface and suggeststhat plate tectonics might be operating in the inner core. However
once the crust subducts, the "plate tectonics" would
ceasebecausethe crust would not be reproduced. This
crust results from gradual decreasein the inner core

growthrate, and hencerapid reproductionc•,,,u• b•
expected. It would be interestingto investigateseismologicallywhetherthe crust-likeregionexistsor is already disrupted.

2.6. Thermal and CompositionalStructure of the
Inner

5,•,shV•-•,

zone beneath

Core

structureof the inner core (Fig.2b), shows
(24)thatThermal
the temperaturegradient within the inner core is

where•/s is the viscosityof the solidiron, becomesvery

smaller than the adiabatic temperature gradient. This

small,of the orderof 10 m when•/• is 1016Pa s. It

impliesthat thermal convectioncannotoccurin the inner core. Temperature gradientscalculatedby consideringheat conductionalonehavealsoshownthat it is
lessthan the adiabat[Yoshidaet al., 1996; Yukutake,
1998;Buffeft,2000].This resultis a consequence
of the

showsthat the compactionis very effective.

Sumira et al. [1995]includedthermal and compositional effects in their calculation, but the essential
features were the same as the purely mechanicalcase.
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slow inner core growth rate which allows a long time
to cool, and of the large thermal conductivityof metallic iron. Advection of heat by permeable flow has an
additional effect in reducingthe temperaturegradient.
However this is estimated to be lessimportant as compared to conduction, and can be evaluated from the
P•clet number,
VL

= --.

If we take L • 10ømand V • 10-•2m/s, a typical
velocityof permeableflow,we find Pe -• 10-1.
On the other hand, advection of light elements by
permeable flow is generally much more efficient than.
compositionaldiffusionthrough the liquid, becauseof
small diffusioncoefficientof light elementssuchas oxy-

genandsulfur,in liquidironofD -• 10-Sm2/s [Iidaand
Guthrie,1988],resultingin a compositional
P•clet num-

equatorialregions.This wasfirst shownfor weaklynon-

linear calculations[Zhang,1991, 1992],and wasfound
to be valid even under the presenceof a magneticfield

[Olsonet al., 1999]as well as turbulence[Sumiraand
Olson,2000].
Yoshida
et'al. [1996]proposed
the consequence
of the
anisotropicheat flow on the inner coregrowth, asshown
schematicallyin Fig.3. The inner core wouldgrowpredominantly at the equatorial region, but becauseof the
densitydifferencebetweenthe outer and innercores,the
inner corewould isostaticallydeform back to its spherical shape. The deformation time scale can be estimated
as

(102•Pa
_ ApgRic
r/s =3x104y
Tdeformßs) (26)
The shorttime scaleevenfor an inner coreviscosityas

that isostaticadjustment
is
ber, Pe½= VL/D -• 102. Hydrogenis an exception, largeas102•Pa-sindicates
instantaneous
as
compared
to
the
time
scale
for
inner
however,and hasa largediffusioncoefficient
D • 10-4
m2/s [Iida andGuthrie,1988].Forthislargediffusion core growth, so the inner core remains closeto its hy-

drostaticshape. Sincethe anisotropicgrowth continues
throughout
the Earth's history,the inner corewould alcur accordingto the conditionof Fearn et al. [1981].
ways
deviate
a little away from the hydrostaticstate. As
In addition, the tendency for compositionalcooling is
a
result,
deviatoric
stresswould form, which has a sense
diminishedby the partition coefficientof hydrogenclose
of
pull
in
the
direction
of the axis of rotation, and push
to unity [Fukai,1992; Okuchi,1997];i.e., considerable
in
the
equatorial
regions.
This deviatoric stresswould
amount of hydrogencan enter in the inner core, and
not much hydrogenis releasedupon freezingof the inner core. Hence, if the major light element in the core
is hydrogen,the inner core would be completely solid
with a sharp boundary.
coefficient,compositionalsuper-cooling,would not oc-

3.

LATERAL

VARIATION

OF CORE

STRUCTURES

In the previous section, we have consideredthe inner
core growth under spherical symmetry. We now proceedto considerhow this is modified by the convective

pattern of the outercorewhichis stronglycontrolledby
rotation

and mantle structure as we show below.

3.1. Anisotropic Growth of the Inner Core

Convectionin the outer coreis stronglycontrolledby

rotationand its sphericalgeometry.Busse[1971]proposed from a linear theory that convectivepattern in
a rapidly rotating sphericalshellswould form columns
aligned parallel to the rotational axis as a result of

Figure

3.

A model for the formation of inner core

geostrophic
balance(i.e., Taylor-Proudman
theorem). anisotropy[ Yoshidaet al., J. Geophys.Res., 101, 28085Severalnon-linearnumericalcalculations[e.g.,Zhang, 29103, 1996, copyright 1996 by the American Geophysical
1992]andlaboratoryexperiments
[e.g.,BusseandCar- Union]. In the outer core, convectiontakes the form of
rigan,1970]haveconfirmed
the two dimensional
nature columnar rolls parallel to the rotation axis. The resulting
of convectivepattern. Becausecolumnar cells are tangential to the inner core at the equator, the heat flow is
expectedto becomeanisotropic,becominglargestat the

anisotropicheat transfer givesrise to the anisotropicgrowth

of the inner core.

Viscous

relaxation

in the inner core to-

ward hydrostatic equilibrium causesthe alignment of iron
crystals, which is observed as seismic anisotropy.
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This type of anisotropyappears as a natural consequenceof the anisotropicgrowth explained above.

Yoshidaet al. [1996]proposedthat preferredorien0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

tation of iron crystalsoccursdue to the flow induced
by the anisotropicgrowth. This was calculatedusing

a preferredorientationtheoryby Kamb [1959]and the
elasticconstants
of $tixtrudeand Cohen[1995].Accordingto Kamb[1959]'stheory,preferredorientationforms
by recrystallization
understress,sothat it minimizes
the elasticstrainenergy. Yoshidaet al. [1996]showed
that for a deformation causedby anisotropicgrowth,
deformationshouldbe primarily governedby diffusion
creepwith Newtonianrheologybecausethe stresslevel

is verylow,andarguedthat Kamb[1959]'stheorywould
be applicable. The elastic constantsof Stixrude and
Cohen[1995]wascalculatedat a corepressurebut at
0 K. Recently$teinle-Neumann
et al. [2001]obtained
the elastic constants of hcp iron at core pressuresto

temperaturesas high as 6000 K. They found that the
axial ratio c/a increaseswith temperature,and as a
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
result, the compressional
wavebecomesfaster in the aradius/IC radius
axis comparedto the c-axis, in contrastto the results
of Stixrudeand Cohen[1995].Usingtheir elasticconstants, we calculatepreferredorientationof iron crysFigure 4. Strata in the inner core,joining the pointswhich
havesolidifiedat the sametime [Yoshidaet al., J. Geophys. tals in the inner corefollowingthe method describedin
Res., 101, 28085-29103,1996, copyright1996 by the American GeophysicalUnion]. The inner coreis assumedto grow

proportionalto x/• and predominantly
at low latitudesas
shownin Fig.3. Each line correspondsto the strata at units
of 1/10 of the innercoreage. Inner corestrata form approximately parallel to the rotational axis, and the iron whichhas
solidifiedat an early stage accumulatesnear the rotational
axis.

Yoshidaet al. [1996].Fig.5 showsthe calculatedpreferred orientation with the effect of compaction domi-

natingat the uppermost60 km. As can be seenfrom
this figure,the a-axis,the fast P-wavedirectionof hcp
iron, alignsparallelto the rotationaxis in mostof the
regionof the inner core. On the other hand, in the regiondominatedby compaction,
the a-axisalignsin the
radial direction becausethe principal stress axis is in

affect how the crystalsalign as we shall discussin section 3.2. One consequence
of the anisotropicgrowth is
shownin Fig.4. Here, eachlinesindicateisochrons
join-

the directionof gravity. As a result,P-wavestraversing
throughthe innercorewouldbe fast in the north-south
direction in most part of the inner core, and the axial
ing the pointswhichhave solidifiedat the sametime.
anisotropywouldbe absentin the shallowparts, which
If the inner coregrowsisotropically,then the isochrons is consistent
with someseismicobservations
[e.g.,Song
shouldform concentricspheres.However,in the caseof
and Helmberger,1995, 1998; Creager,2000; Ouzounis
dominantgrowthat the equator,the isochronsbecome and Creager,2001]. It is alsoimportantto note that
nearlyparallelto the rotationalaxis, and the iron which
a perfect alignmentwould not be requiredto explain
has solidifiedat the early stageof inner coregrowthacthe inner coreseismicanisotropyof 0• 3%, becausethe
cumulates near the rotational axis.
degreeof P-w•e ani•ot•ropy0œsinglecrystal hcp iron
obtainedby $teinle-Neumann
et al. [2001]is 13%. We
3.2. Seismic Anisotropyof the Inner Core
also infer from the isochronsshown in Fig.4 that the
Largeelasticanisotropyhasbeenobservedseismolog- anisotropywould be largest at the regioncloseto the
icallyin the innercore[forreviewsseeSong,1997;Crea- rotation axis, becausethe iron crystals in this region
get, 2000; Tromp,2001]and variouscauseshavebeen would have been under stressfor the longesttime, conproposed[forreviewsseeYoshidaet al., 1998;Buffeft, sistent with seismicobservationsby Romanowiczet al.
[1996].
2000].The anisotropy
is transversely
isotropicwith its
There may be conditionswhere the heat transfer
symmetryaxisbeingthe rotation axis. P-wavestraversing through the inner core is fast in the north-south wouldbecomelarger at the poles,suchas the casewhen
a strongtoroidal magneticfield inhibits convectionoutdirection, and slow in the equatorial direction.
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innercore.Poirier andPrice[1999]proposed
a method
of determiningthe primary slip plane from elasticcon-

p01e

stants and stackingfault energies,and demonstrated
that basal plane shouldbe the primary slip plane for
zero temperature e-iron. The finite temperature effect

calculatedby Steinle-Neumann
et al. [2001]reinforces
the preferencefor basalslip with larger c/a ratio and
smallerC66/C44.Wenket al. [2000a,b] alsoclarified
the preferredorientation of hcp iron under this mechanism. One of their important findings is that basal
slip is dominant in determiningthe overallorientation
even if prismatic slip is favoredover basal slip. As a
consequence,
when a simple shear predominates,the

equator
o.o

o.5

Normalized

1 .o

Radius

Figure 5. An exampleof the preferredorientationof iron
crystalsin the inner core calculatedusingthe methodof
Yoshidaet al., [1996] and using the elasticconstantsof
Steinle-Neumann
et al. [2001].The mechanism
of preferred
orientationis assumedto be pressuresolution. Grain boundary migrationgivesa similarresult. The longersideof the
rectanglesrepresentsthe c-axis of an hcp crystal. We assumed that compactiondominatesin the top 150 km beneath the ICB.

sidethe innercoretangentcylinder.We remarkthat
evenundersucl•situations,weobtainthe samepattern
of preferred orientation, because the principal stress
axis is the same. However there may be a stronger
anisotropy near the equatorial plane becausethe crystals would have been under stressfor a longertime.
There are other possiblemechanismsfor the formation of preferredorientation. In usual experimentalsituations,plasticstrain energyis muchlargerthan elastic
strain energy,and Kamb's theory is not applicable. The
very low stresslevel and the long time scaleenvisaged

by Yoshidaet al. [1996]are quite differentfrom experimental conditionsand Kamb's theory may still be
applicable,but it is of interest to considerother mechanisms as well.

Jeanlozand Wenk[1988]first considered
dislocation
glide as the dominant deformationmechanismin the
inner core. Howeverthey assumedthermal convection
driven by internal heat generation,and did not provide
a reasonwhy the flow shouldbe axisymmetric. The preferred orientation under dislocationglide is determined
by the primary slip plane and the flow pattern in the

a-axis becomesparallel to the shear plane. High pressure deformation experimentsshowthat when the uniaxial strain predominates,the c-axisalignsin the axis
of compression,and this alignment can be interpreted

to be dueto basalslip[Wenket al., 2000b].Wenket al.
[2000a]assumed
a poloidaldegree2 thermalconvection
in the inner corewith a downwellingat the polesand upwellingsat the equator,though we doubt its existence
becausethe temperature in the inner core is likely to
be subadiabaticas discussedabove. They showedthat
the c-axis aligns in the direction of the rotation axis
becauseof the strongshear near the equatorialplane.
On the other hand, for the flow driven by aspherical

growth[Yoshidaet al., 1996],the shearin the equatorial regionis not strongand uniaxialstrainis dominant.
Therefore if we apply this alignment mechanismto the
caseof a predominantlyequatorial growth, we would
obtain the alignmentof the a-axis parallelto the rotation axis,and viceversafor the polar growth. Assuming
the elasticconstants
of Steinle-Neumann
et al. [2001],
the equatorialgrowth is in accordancewith the seismic
observations.

Maxwell stressdue to the magneticfield may be important in driving convectionin the inner core. Karato
[1999]recentlyarguedthat the Maxwellstresswouldbe
the most important driving force. However,his model
does not work as it is because he did not consider the

pressureand buoyancyforces,whichwould balancethe

Lorentzforce. Buffeft and Bloxham[2000]examined
the balance among the magnetic, pressureand buoyancyforces,and showedthat completeequilibriumcannot be attained becauseof the incompatibility between
thermodynamicand hydrostaticequilibriumconditions
at the ICB. Thus a viscousflow would occur, but they
showedthat it is weak and confinedto the region near

the ICB. Buffeft and Wenk[2001]next usedthe elastic
constantsby Steinle-Neumann
et al. [2001],and considered the azimuthal Lorentz force to be important,

and calculatedthe resultingelasticanisotropy.Because
of the azimuthal shear, the a-axis becomesparallel to

SUMITA

the rotation axis, and this is consistentwith seismicobservationsif we adopt the elastic constantsof $teinle-

Neumannet al. [2001].
Buffeftand Bloxham[2000]'sresultalsoimpliesthat
heat transfer in the outer core is important because
of thermodynamic equilibrium condition at the ICB.

Hence,if we are to modifyKarato [1999]'smodelproperly, appropriate heat transfer in the outer coreis needed
to maintain the inner core away from its hydrostatic
shapefrom solidificationand melting. Flow pattern in
the outer core determines

both the heat transfer

and the

Maxwell stresspattern at ICB, and their relationshipis
not yet clarified.
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_CMB_ 18mW/m
2' A CMBheatflowof
adiabat as qad
QCMB : 3 X 1012Wis equivalentto a heat flux of

qCMB-- 20W/m
•, andthisimplies
thattheconvective heat flux in the core can be as small as 1/10 of
the total heat flux, or evennegative(subadiabatic)as
pointedout by Loper[1978].
The smallnessof convectiveheat flux impliesits large
lateral variation, which may amount to the order of the

meanheat flux (SqCMB• qCMB), becausewe can expect a lateral temperature variation of the order of 1000
K in the mantle, whereas the temperature drop across

the D" layer is alsoof the order of 1000 K [Boehler,
2000]. This meansthat the lateral variationof convective heat transfer becomesquite large. For example,

3.3. Effect of Thermally Heterogeneous
Mantle

if the convective transfer is about a tenth of the total

Apart from the rotational control of heat transfer,
it is also likely that the core flow is controlled by a
thermally heterogeneousmantle, which was first sug-

heat flux •[qconv
CMB "• 0.1qCMB),this wouldleadto a lateral variation

of the convective heat transfer of about a

factor of 10:
qconv

gestedby Jones[1977]. Cubbinsand Richards[1986]
noted the correlations

between the structure

of the low-

ermost mantle, and persistent features of the CMB.
If some features persist for a period longer than the
time scalesof the fluid motion in the outer core, it implies that they shouldbe producedunder the influence
of the mantle, becauseotherwisethe geomagneticfeatures would

drift

eastward

or westward.

Bloxham

and

Gubbins[1987]suggested
that the stationaryflux lobes
beneath

North

America

situation

is a little

(28)

IOqconv '

different

at the ICB.

The

heat conducted down the adiabat is not a major part
of the total

heat flux as we show below.

The

adia-

batic temperaturegradient,derivedfrom Eq. (27), is
an increasingfunction of radius, and as a result the
adiabatic temperature gradient is smaller at the ICB,
givingqad
_ICB.• o.•qa
,•- CMB
d . On the otherhand,the total
heat flow at the ICB may be approximated as

and East Asia is the result of

thermal core-mantle interaction. Paleomagneticdata
up to 5 My ago have also indicated that these features

are persistent(for a review, see Gubbins,[1997];but
seealsoKono et a/.[2000],for the problemsof previous
analyses.) It has also been pointedout that non axial dipole componentsof the geomagneticfield pattern
in the Pacific and Atlantic hemisphereshave different

characteristics
[Johnsonand Constable,1998; Walker
andBackus,1996].Thusgeomagnetic
data up to 5 My
ago do suggestthat the geomagneticfield pattern is being controlled by the mantle.
We first note that

The

•

the convective

heat flux can be a

QICS--Clatent
dW'

(29)

Hence the heat flux at the ICB is given by

q•cn
= QICB
4•rR•Mn
= Clatent
R•M
B• 3.(30)
C• R•c•

qc•4n QCMB4•rR•cn
As a result, we have
qlCB

_CMB

aa • 0.1qaa

qlCB

qCMB

(31)

and in contrast to CMB, the convectiveheat transfer
is a major part of the ICB heat flux. Consequently,if
the lateral variation of convectionextends deep into the
is because the heat flux which is conducted down the
core, we would expect a large lateral variation of heat
adiabat is large. Assumingconstantmaterial properflux at the ICB, which can result in correspondingly
ties, the adiabatic temperature in the core is expressed
large variation of inner coregrowth.
as
Becausethe core has a flow velocity which is faster
T- TIc, exp(-fi(r2 - R]CB))
(27) than that of the mantle by about 5 ordersof magnitude,
with fi = a?/2Cp, wherea is the thermal expansion the core would respondinstantaneouslyto the thermal
anomaly of the mantle. If we regard the D" layer as a
coefficient,Cp is the specificheat and '7 is definedin
thermal boundary layer for simplicity,we would expect
Eq.(7). Taking TICB = 4900K, the melting point of
iron [Boehler,2000],we find that TOMB-- 4000K and a high heat flow beneath the cold mantle and vice versa.
the heat flux at the CMB which is conducted down the
The resultingflow pattern in the coreis, however,corn-

smallfractionof the total heatflux (i.e., the sumof convectiveand conductiveheat flux) acrossthe CMB. This
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$umita and Olson[1999]modeledlargelateralvariations of convectiveheat flux in laboratory experiments

at Ra/Rac < 50, with a heterogeneous
CMB heat flux
that has a peak value of up to 100 times its mean. Fig.6
showsan example of how the heterogeneousheat flux
affectsthe convection.Under a homogeneousheat flux
boundary condition,the zonal flow is alwayswestward

[Sumitaand Olson,2000]. Howeverwith a heterogeneousCMB heat flux, an eastwardflow was generated
from the high heat flux region. When the heat flow
at the anomaly (i.e., heat flux x size of the anoma-

lousregion)exceeded
the heat flow of the surrounding
region(i.e., heat flux x sizeof the surrounding
region)
[Sumitaand Olson,2002],wefindthat thesezonalflows
flowingin the oppositedirectionsconverge,and form a
sharpstationaryfront, alongwhicha geostrophic(2D)
jet flowsfrom CMB to ICB (Fig.6). The large-scale
flowscan be understoodby the balancebetweenvortex
stretchingand buoyancy,with a large eastwardphase
shift relative to the large heat flux regionresultingfrom

advection(seenext sectionfor details).Apart fromthe
Figure 6.
A photographicimage of the planform of
the convective pattern with a heterogeneousCMB heat

flux [Reprintedwith permissionfrom Sumira and Olson,
1999. Copyright 1999 American Associationfor the Ad-

vancementof Science]. Ra/Rac = 24 and (peak CMB
/
=

Ek = 4.7x 10-6. Thelocationof theheaterisindicatedby a

large-scaleflow, there are also fine-sceded
radial flows

suchas plumesand jets (fronts),wherenon-lineareffects becomeimportant. These radial flows advect the
anomalousheat towards the inner core, thus allowing
the thermal

interaction

to extend across the shell.

Baseduponthe experiments,
SumiraandOlson[1999]

white rectangle. Rotation is counterclockwise.The radially
spiraling structure is the front, along which a geostrophic
jet flows from the CMB to the ICB.

deduced a core flow model as shown in Fig.7. Here,
a high heat flow region is assumedto exist beneath
east Asia, correspondingto a significantseismichigh
velocityregionnear the CMB commonto many seismic

plicatedby sphericity,rotation and the magneticfield.
In the followingsections,we first describean experimented model of thermal core-mantleinteraction, and then

tomographymodels[for a recentreviewsee Garnero
2000]. The modelof Sumiraand Olson[1999]shows
that there are basicallytwo regionsbeneath the CMB:

compareit with theoretical(analyticaland numerical) a low pressureregionwith a coldeastwardflow originatmodels.

3.$. Experimental Model of Thermal Core-Mantle
Interaction

There have been a few rotating convectionexperiments with heterogeneoustemperature or heat flow

ing from east Asia driven by the high heat flux region,
and a high pressuresurroundingregionwith a westward
mean flow. This zonedflow pattern is similar to that obtained from geomagneticsecular variations under the

tangentiedly
geostrophic
approximation[e.g.,Bloxham,
1992],whichis consistentwith the 2D flowsof the ex-

the correctgeometrical
configuration
and are capableof
achievinglow Ekmannumberand high Rayleighnum-

periment. According to this interpretation, the geomagneticwestwarddrift is the result of the warm mean
westwardflow, which is inhibited by the cold eastward
flow in the Pacific that originatesfrom the high heat
flow regionin east Asia. The hemisphericaldichotomy
of the outer core temperature has been previously in-

ber conditions that are similar to the condition in the

ferredfromgeomagnetic
secularvariation[Bloxhamand

boundaries[Hart et al., 1986a,b;Bolton and Saylet,
1991; Sumira and Olson,1999, 2002]. In particular,
experiments using rapidly rotating spherical shells have

outercore[Sumiraand Olson,2000]..Thermalconvec- Jackson,1990]andseismology
[TanakaandHamaguchi,
tion in suchexperimentsare characterizedby fine-scede 1993],and is consistentwith this model.
The experimentsalso showedthat a high convective
twodimensional
plumes(geostrophic
turbulence)
which
are advectedwestwardby the zonalflowdrivenby the
heat flux region exists at the region immediately west
Reynolds stress.
of the front, which would lead to a hemisphericaldi-
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and the inner core should remain fixed relative to the

mantlefor the time scaleof innercoregrowth,if Yoshida

et al. [1996]'smodelis valid. This rulesout the longH

warm

II

term inner core rotation

relative

to the mantle.

The

gravitational torque between the mantle and the inner

L

cold

core[Buffeft,1996]wouldbe the mechanism
to prevent
the relative rotation.

inner
core

It also indicates that there must

be a mechanismfor the pattern of lateral heterogeneity
at the CMB to remainpersistentfor about • 1Ga, the
time scale required for inner core growth to produce
hemisphericaldichotomy.

3.5. TheoreticalModel of Thermal Core-Mantle
Interaction

There have been a number of numerical
cold slab

large heat flux
Figure 7. A schematicdiagram of the model of coremantle thermal interactionbasedon laboratoryexperiments
[Reprintedwith permissionfrom Sumira and Olson,1999.
Copyright 1999 American Associationfor the Advancement
of Science].This is an equatorialplanformof the Earth's
core as seenfrom the north pole showinga CMB patch with

studies on

thermalcore-mantlecouplingandhowit affectsthe geomagneticfieldpattern [Zhangand Gubbins,1992,1993,
1996; Yoshidaand Hamano, 1993; Sun et al., 1994; Olson and Glatzmaier, 1996; Earson et al., 1997; Glatzmaier and Roberts,1997; Glatzmaier et al, 1999; Bloxham, 2000a, b; Yoshidaand $hudo,2000; Gibbonsand
Gubbins,2000]but a completeunderstanding
including the non-linear and magneticeffectshave not been

a high heat flux (hatchedarea). Rotation is counterclock- achievedyet. However,the fluid mechanicsof linear and
wise. The numbersindicatelongitude.Black(white) headed weakly non-linearcasesare relatively well understood.
arrowsindicatewarm (cold) radial flows.H and L indicate
Yoshida
and$hudo[2000]carriedout a detailedstudy
the high and low pressureregions,respectively.The shaded
of a linear responseof the outer coreflowto a thermally
region at the ICB is the inferredregionof fast solidification.

chotomyof inner core growth. The inferred fast inner
core growth region agreeswith the region of a large

inner coreseismicanisotropy[Tanakaand Hamaguchi,
1997; Creager,1999, 2000; Garcia and $ouriau,2000,
2001]. This can be interpretedusingthe inner core
growth model discussedin the previous section. The
regionof a larger anisotropyis related to fast inner core

growthbecauseof larger strain which drivesrecrystallization neededfor the preferred orientation to form.

The experimentalmodel showsa dichotomyof outer
core flow beneath CMB and a dichotomyof inner core
growthrate. Becauseof the eastwardspiralingnatureof
the front, the pattern of inner coredichotomyis shifted
east relative to the flow dichotomybeneath the CMB

(In Fig.7 this is about60ø). The angleof phaseshiftis
an increasingfunctionof the heat flow at the high heat
flux region becauseof larger advection of heat. This
impliesthat it is possible
to constrainthe relativemagnitude of anomaloustotal heat flow, providedthat the
sizeof the highCMB heatflowregionis well constrained
by seismictomography.
If this model is applicableto the Earth, it can have
other implications. For the lateral variation of inner
core structure to form, the pattern of outer core flow

heterogeneous
mantle. The basicequationsthey used
are for no magneticfield and no basicflow;the velocity
is determinedby the thermal wind equation
Ov

-

x w,

and the temperature is governedby the Laplace equation

V2 = 0,

(33)

whereT is the temperature,f• is the rotation vector,v
is the velocityand z is the coordinatealongthe rotation
axis. The thermal wind equationis obtainedby taking
the rotation of the equation of motion, and represents
the balanceof vorticitygeneration.They foundrigorous
analyticalsolutionsfor the inviscidproblem[Yoshida,
in preparation].An exampleof suchsolutionsis shown
in Fig.8. It is for simulatingthe situationin Sumira and

Olson[1999]'sexperiment(Fig.6). Here a coldregion
with a Gaussianprofile is imposedat the CMB at a
longitudecenteredat 0ø, with a half width of 30ø. The
obtainedflowhasa large-scalepattern similarto the experiment, with an eastward phase shift relative to the
thermal anomaly. It consistsof a cycloniccirculation
near the cold regionand the surroundinganticyclonic
circulation. The equatorial sectionof the flow pattern
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sidered[Cardinand Olson,1994;Aubertet al., 2001;
Sumiraand Olson,2002]. Improvementin theoretical
understandingis necessaryin orderto understandthese
nonlinear

features well.

The Lorentz force has been omitted in the discus-

sion so far, and the flow was assumedto be nearly
geostrophic. Although it seemsthat the flow in the
coreis characterized
by a columnarpattern, as is supported by the presenceof equatoriallysymmetricflux

lobes[Gubbins
andBloxham,
1987],Lorentzforceisgen-

o

erally consideredto be important for the forcebalance

(Elsassernumber•0 O(1)). In a linear response
theory, YoshidaandHamano[1993]showedthat the eastward phaseshift is suppressedwhen the Elsassernum-

ber > O(1). The apparentconsistency
of interpreting
the corestructureby an eastwardphaseshift may indicatethat the advectiveeffectsare largeenoughasto
producea net eastwardphaseshift.
.0

4.

FUTURE

PROSPECTS

Figure 8. The velocityin the equatorialplanefor a linear
response
of the outercoreflowto a thermallyheterogeneous We describeseveralfutureprospects
that are particmantle. This figure is drawn as seenfrom the north pole.
ularly important to evaluate the different models and
The rotationis anticlockwise.
A coldregionwith a Gaussian
for quantitativecomparisonwith the observation.
profilewasimposedat the longitude0ø, with a half width of
A better understanding
of the propertiesof iron at
30ø. The velocityis constructed
froman analyticalsolution

for an inviscidfluid withoutthe inner core[Yoshidaand
Shudo,2000].

core conditionsis a key to an improvedquantitative
comparison between the models and seismic observa-

tions. Evaluation of properties such as diffusioncoef-

is easilyunderstood
by the quasi-geostrophic
modelof

ficientin the fluid and solidiron wouldbe helpfulto

Yoshida
andHamano[1993],because
the geostrophic understand
componentdominatesin the equatorialsection.In the

deformation mechanism in the inner core.

A detailedstudyon the patternand variationof heat
transferin the outer coreis important to evaluateseveral candidatesof inner coreanisotropy.The question
of whetherheattransferhasa maximumat the equator
or at the polesis importantto severalanisotropymod-

regionwherethe temperature
increases
eastward,anticyclonic
vorticityisgenerated
dueto buoyancy.
In order
to balance
the vorticitygeneration,
thegeostrophic
flow
shouldmoveinwardto producecyclonic
vorticity.That
iswhydownwelling
occurs
to theeastofthecoldregion. els. If the elastic constants of $teinle-Neumann et al.
The similarityof the large-scale
flow betweenthe lin[2001]is adopted,solidification
texturingof hcp-alloy
eartheoryandthe experiment
mayseemsurprising,
if
[Bergman,1997]requiresa polardominantheat transoneconsiders
the largeP•cletnumberPe - VL/n •0 fer. As alreadydiscussed,
for a dislocation
glidemech1800 of the experiment, where the shell thicknessis
anism[Wenket al., 2000a,2000b]with a flowdrivenby
takento be L [Sumiraand Olson,2000]. This may anisotropic
growth[Yoshidaet al. 1996],an equatorial
be because
of the thermalconvection
occurring
in the dominantheattransferis compatible.The amplitudeof
experiment.Its turbulencewouldgiveriseto a large the variationis importantfor the kineticsof preferred
effectiveeddydi'Ftusi•l,,
therebyreducingthe effective orientation.Forexample,it affectsthe strainenergyreP•clet

number.

quiredto drive reorientationby recrystallizationunder
Nonlineareffectsare of courseprominentin the exstress[Yoshida
et al., 1996]by its square.The weakly
periment. First, jets and frontsare formed. Second, non-linearcalculations
of Zhang[1991]indicatethat the

the eastwardphaseshift is largeand showsspiraling. amplitude of heat flux variation with latitude increases
Alsothe phaseshiftincreases
with the magnitude
of with Rayleighnumber. Strong field dynamo calculathe thermalanomaly.Thesephenomena
resultfromthe
tion by Olsonet al. [1999]indicates
a factorof 7 larger
advectiveterm. Advectionis importantfor fine-scaled heat transferat the equatoras comparedto the poles.

features
suchasplumes
whosevelocityandlengthscales There is, however,no systematicparameterstudyon
are properly understoodwhen non-linear terms are con-

this problem, which will be neededin the future.
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3D seismictomographiesnear the CMB with a better
spatial resolutionin the lateral and radial directionsare
important to constrainthe sizeof the heterogeneityand
the radial temperature gradient distribution, respectively. The amplitude of the heterogeneityis neededto
constrain the lateral

contrast of heat flux.

Since CMB

is also known to be a place of chemical heterogeneity,

usingboth P and S waves[e.g.,Wysession
et al., 1999]
would also becomeimportant to separate the thermal
and compositionaleffectson seismicanomaly.
In this paper, we showedthat thermal interactions
between the mantle, outer and inner corescan explain
a number of major dynamical structures in the core.
The inner core growth is sensitiveto how heat is being
transferredby convectionin the outer core. This implies
that the inner core structurecan be a good recorderof
the heat flow pattern and the thermal history of the
outer core and mantle. A continuedcross-disciplinary
researchof the thermally coupledmantle, outer and inner coresshouldgive us a better understandingof how
the Earth's interior operates as a system.
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if the heat flow in the stratified layer is equal to the heat

conducting
downthe adiabat.HereO+ is the potential
temperature of the upper layer. By substituting the

expression(A4) into the thermal conductionequation,
we obtain

O+(t)- To- 6de(t)
Ap Ttherm
'

(A5)

where To is the temperatureat the centerof the Earth
when the inner core began to form, and rtnermis the
thermal diffusiontime given by

R•M"

(A6)

Tther m ---- __,

where n is the thermal diffusivity.
We can obtain the expressionfor the potential tem-

peratureof the convectinglayer O-(t) by usingthe
equilibriumconditionat the ICB,

t)=

t),

(A7)

Where TL is the liquidus curve given by

APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQ.(20)

OT;

Here we briefly describethe derivationof Eq.(20).
The derivation is basedon the theory of Lister and Buy-

t)-

+ -b-Fp - po)
(G . - Co).(A8)
+

fett [1998],but modifiedfor the chemicalstratification.
Under the hydrostaticapproximation,pressurein the
core can be expressedas

(

p(r)--Po- Ap

r

(A1)

RCMB

wherep0 is the pressureat the centerof the Earth, and
Ap is defined as
1

Ap-•?PR•M
B.

(A2)

The radial temperature profile in the .convectinglayer
T- is then given by the adiabatic relationshipas

t)-

(t)-

d•

•

FromEqs. (A1), (A3), (A7), and (A8), we obtain
o-(t) = To +
q-

On the other hand,from Eqs.(11)and (12), we obtain
the concentrationof light elements in the convecting
layer as

C--Co
AC(R8)2
-

RCMB

.

(A10)

, (A3)SubstitutingEq. (A10) into Eq.(A9), we have

wherethe adiabatictemperaturegradientdTad/dpis
assumedto be constant, and O- is the potential temperature of the convectinglower layer. The potential
temperature is defined here as the temperature which
the fluid element would have if it were brought adiabatically to the center of the Earth. The temperature
distributionof the stratifiedupperlayerT + is alsogiven
in the form

r
, (A4)
T+(r,t)- e+(t)- dTadAp
dp RCMB

O-(t)--To+
+

dp (•TL)
Op Ap
(dTad
(ROMa]
1•'c
•2
••C
OT(L) . (All)
RCMB

At the early stageof the inner core growth (R•c <<
RCMB), we canapproximate
Eq. (All) as

O-(t)- To+ • AC RCMB

.

(A12)
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Finally, the time evolutionof R, can be obtainedfrom
the heat budgetof the convectivelayer, whichis written
as
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